
Lesson 7

Quotation Marks
“Who helped you make that doghouse?” asked Jim.

“Dad let me use his tools,” said Roy. “He helped me
make it.”

“I can help you paint it,” Jim said eagerly.

“Good,” answered Roy. “Let’s start right now.”

You have learned about punctuation marks. Periods,
question marks, commas, and apostrophes are all
punctuation marks.

The punctuation marks that are circled above are used to
show when someone is talking. They look a little like two
apostrophes before and after what someone says. They are
called quotation marks.

Say these words to someone.

Circle the rest of the quotation marks in the sentences above
about Jim and Roy. Write a number to answer the question.
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How many quotation marks are there in all?1.

Drafting

Plan before you write. Think about what you
want to say and the best way to say it. You can
also add more things to your list.

Today you will write the first draft of your
story about the boy with the treasures. 

Write your first draft.

b Think about the boy’s treasures and the ideas you2.
gathered in Lesson 6. Look at the describing words
you wrote in your notebook.

b Choose a name for the boy.

b Use nouns from your list to name the things you write
about. 

b Use describing words from your list to tell what color
and what shape things are. You might use words like
square, round, fat, thin, hollow, long, straight, or
curved.
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WE REMEMBER

Underline all the describing words. Put an x above words
that tell how many. Put a dot above words that tell what kind.

3. Three beautiful swans swam across the
lake.

4. One little snowflake landed on my nose.

5. We have a few big dictionaries in our
classroom.

Write a sentence telling what might happen if you do not
listen well.

6.

Write the guide words from page 9 of your little dictionary.

7.

Put an x on the word that is not needed.

8. That there box is full of old clothes.
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Make this wrong sentence into two correct sentences.

9. May dried the dishes she was happy.

Many names begin with the capital A. Ann, Andrew,
Anthony, and Abraham all begin with a capital A. Can you
think of others?

Trace the names and write them twice in your notebook. 
Write each name once in manuscript.

10. ÀÖûÖûÅÄë     ÀÖûÅîÆ§Ñïá´í

Trace the sentence and write it once in your notebook.

11. ÀÖûÖûÅÄë ÄáêÑïë ÄÖûë ÄáƒáƒÇúÑïë.

CLE Penmanship
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SS--PP--EE--LL--LL--II--NN--GG

ough, augh = $

In some words, the $ sound is spelled with augh. These
words may look hard to spell. But if you learn to spell the
part that makes the $ sound, you can easily sound out the
rest.

Write words with augh. Circle the letters that say $.

12. I am my mother’s                                                     .

13. He                                               the fly.

14. Miss Bell                                             school for thirty years.

Write words for the pronunciations. Use augh or ough.

15. k$t t$t

16. d$•tßr f$t

Write a spelling word with the ßr sound. Circle the letters
that say ßr.

17.
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Lesson 8

More About Quotation Marks
Quotation marks are punctuation marks that show what

someone said. There must always be two of these marks.
One quotation mark comes before what someone said. The
other comes at the end of what they said.

Use your ruler to underline only what someone said.

1. “Did you hear about the trash truck that ran into an office
building this morning?” Joel asked his friend on the way to school.
“They will need to do a lot of repair work.”

2. Jim was listening carefully to what Brother Don was saying.
“Many people were hurt by the earthquake in Japan. Many lost their
homes. What can we do to help these people?” he asked.

3. “Hello, this is Darrel speaking,” said Darrel when his friend
answered the telephone. “Do you think we could go fishing today?”

Revising

Today you will revise your story to say what you 
want it to. Now is the time to change anything 
you want different. 
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Follow these instructions.

4. b Read your story again and see if there is anything
you want to add. 

b Read it to your classmates and let them make
suggestions on how to improve it. They may have
some good ideas.

b Choose a title for your story. A title tells what a story
or book is about. A story about dogs might be titled
My Pet Dogs. A book about beavers might be titled
Chopper, a Beaver. Your title should be only a few
words.Try to think of a title that will make the reader
want to read the story. The title should make the
reader wonder what happens in the story.

bWrite your story as neatly as you can.

WE REMEMBER

Underline the best answers.

5. Whose name should you say first when you introduce these people?

a. mother b. son c. daughter

6. What does listening carefully to a speaker show?

a. You know more than the speaker.

b. You care about what the speaker is saying.

c. You know what the speaker will say next.
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Underline the describing words. On another paper, draw and
color a picture about the sentence.

7. We put two big red apples on Miss Jane’s desk.

Write initials for this name.

Angela Carol Wilson8.

Write the first guide word from page 8 of your little
dictionary.

9.

Circle the quotation marks.

10. “Rover ran away,” sobbed Ted. “I can’t find him anywhere.”

11. “Watch out!” cried Tim. “Here comes the ball.”

Use describing words from Number 7 to answer these
questions.

Which describing word tells how many?12.

13. Which describing words tell what kind?
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The cursive capital O lives on two spaces. It touches the
headline and the baseline. It is made of curves. The capital
O does not join to lowercase letters.

Trace the strokes and the O. Write the capital O four times in
your notebook. Write the manuscript capital O beside it.

14. O      O     O

Trace the cursive words. Write them twice in your notebook.

15. ÀÚûÅóøôÑïë  P©ÄáêáêÖ¥Ï ÎÉü±ßÑïë B©üäàí 

SS--PP--EE--LL--LL--II--NN--GG

ough, augh, au = $

Other words that have the $ sound are spelled with au.
The au does not come at the end of a word. It is at the
beginning or in the middle of a word.

CLE Penmanship
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Write the spelling words that have two syllables.

16.

Write a spelling word in each blank. Circle the letters that
say $.

the name of a month17.

a boy’s name18.

the name of a season19.

Write the one-syllable words that spell the $ sound with au.
Do not use the augh words.

20.
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